Abstract: This paper formulates a new strategy for participatory forest management consisting of encouraging public participation as long as it increases empathy among participants. The strategy requires the homogeneous representation of the opinion of a participant (i.e., to determine how they assess a forest plan and identify the best one). Utility assessments are prepared for participants through pair-comparisons between meaningful points in the territory and from value functions based on forest indicators. The best plan is designed by applying combinatorial optimization algorithms to the utility of a participant. The calculating of empathy-of one participant relative to another-is based on the equivalence of their respective utilities when the current forest plan is modified. This involves calculating the opinions that are due to systematic changes in the collective plan for those participants that each participant supposes will affect the utility of the other participants. Calculating empathy also requires knowing the interactions among participants, which have been incorporated through agent-based simulation models. Application of the above methodology has confirmed the association between increases in empathy and convergence of opinions in different scenarios: well and medium-informed participants and with and without interaction among them, which verifies the proposed strategy. In addition, this strategy is easily integrated into available information systems and its outcomes show advantages over current participatory applications.
Introduction
The paper validates an Artificial Intelligence methodology applicable to forest management. However, as in all AI process, the algorithms must be trained in the available data, never replicated. This requires a type of manager able to understand the performance of algorithms in order to propose modifications when they have to apply to real cases. The paper has been written by foresters for these types of forest managers.
A challenge most of foresters must face is to increase social accountability. Therefore, we start with a question: what would happen if we trust in others to make our own decisions?
Virtually all experiments show that the presence of a large number of decision makers improves individual decisions [1] . The internet certainly allows the processing of information from many participants, which mitigates the negative biases of individual decisions [2] . In addition, opinions often converge when working in trusted environments. In such environments, each person takes the reasons of others into consideration. To do this, all reasons must be known (which requires them to be explicitly described). In addition, if someone considers other reasons be reasonable, they ought to incorporate them into their personal judgments. Consequently, opinions will converge as empathy increases among the people involved in participative processes (participants). Empathy is reinforced using a common language of communication ICTs (Information and Comunication Tecnologies) and when participants have been educated regarding shared ethical and justice criteria.
However, it is more important to consider empathy as a dynamic process than to calculate it, because it is the increase or decrease of empathy that governs the convergence of opinions. This paper shows that it is possible to objectively measure the evolution of empathy throughout participatory processes, and to do it automatically. This inspires a strategy for collective decision-making based on confidence scenarios: to encourage participatory processes while confidence is increasing, and to conclude them as soon as it ceases to increase. Decisions must then be made by applying the available techniques for aggregation of opinions, but first, it is necessary to have an objective representation of the opinions in order to compare and aggregate them.
Representation of Opinions
This concept has been developed in past research and below we explain it succinctly. Below, we describe the models required for the case of application in detail in the corresponding section.
All opinions have two aspects: the way in which a person assesses a solution and the identification of the best solution for a person. The following notation will be adopted in the rest of this paper: X is a solution to a problem; A is an individual who participates in the collective decision-making; u A (X) is the assessment of X made by A; and X A is the best solution for A. Consequently, A's opinion will be represented by the following pair:
Assessment is not easy because multiple variables are usually required to describe solutions (for example, a solution has a cost and a rate of return; generates a specific number of jobs, etc.). Not everyone will have the same answer to questions of the type: Would you prefer a project costing € 2M and returning € 5M or another project costing € 0.5M and returning € 2M? Assessment is usually individual for each person, and it is deduced from personal patterns of comparison. Assessment transforms each person's preferences into a numerical value that determines how a person assesses a situation. When assessment is homogeneous, it allows third parties to make comparisons between individual preferences: all they need to do is compare their respective numerical representations.
From a methodological point of view, there are three procedures for assessment:
• Pair-wise comparison of alternatives-which leads to preference modeling (see, for example, [3] ).
The evaluator directly compares pairs of alternatives to establish (subjectively) a preference relation between them. The preference is obtained from the global knowledge the evaluator has about alternatives and assessment derives-objectively-from the preference/indifference relations in all the pairs of compared alternatives.
•
The aggregation of criteria through the building of a value (or utility) function (first formalized by Debreau [4] ) Here, the preference is induced measures of the different consequences of the alternatives being compared (consequences are objectively measured, for example, at a planning level, they will incorporate environmental, social, and economic dimensions), and the meaning that the evaluator attributes to the interrelationship between these consequences-which drives to a subjective aggregation process.
• Analysis of past decisions (developed from the works of Arrow [5] ).
The outcomes arising from the application of the three procedures are interchangeable (see [6] ), which makes it possible to exchange the concepts of preference, utility, and choice (see, among other authors, Suzumura [7] and Sen [8] , for the integration of the available procedures). It is also possible to apply the calculating capabilities of any of these methodologies to determine the outcomes in the others.
Assessment also helps obtain the solution that best fits the preferences of a participant. However, the number of solutions to forest management is normally so high that it is not operative to generate all feasible solutions and then assesses all of them to identify the best one. Instead, combinatorial optimization tools are applied to obtain acceptable solutions. In this context, the best solution is obtained under risk conditions, which means adopting the solution with the highest probability of satisfying the preferences of a specific participant. The building of this subjective likelihood is also based on the assessment procedures.
The design of the "best solution" is solved methodologically (see, for example, [9] ) by applying different algorithms: recursive algorithms, heuristic optimization algorithms (mathematical programming, Monte Carlo methods, genetic algorithms, simulations of natural systems, tabu-search, etc.), and non-heuristic algorithms (basically neural network analysis), or a combination of all three.
Opinion Aggregation Techniques
Opinion aggregation plays a central role in the operation of collective decision making, but can a group choose between different options?
When a large number of people make their judgments to assess a solution, there are as many judgments that overestimate the solution as underestimate it. The result is that the average of assessments tends to approach the real value. However, despite efforts to reach consensus, not all members of a group must accept the aggregated solution. Some advances on these topics are discussed below.
The work by Arrow [10] -inspired by the work of Borda [11] and Condorcet [12] -relates "social choices" to individual preferences through social welfare functions. Unfortunately, results in this area are pessimistic: even some very mild conditions of reasonableness could not be simultaneously satisfied by a social choice. In consequence, aggregation of opinions will usually involve circumventing Arrow's impossibility theorem by relaxing some of its applicability conditions (see, for example, [13, 14] ).
Social choice is focused on voting, which is the natural way that decisions are made in a democracy. However, voting is not harmless: methods expressing preferences can be manipulated to guarantee a choice of certain alternatives a priori [15] . Also, majority voting systems do not consider the choice of alternatives representing minorities. Currently, there are other social-choice mechanisms based on Web 2.0 tools: document ranking, folksonomy, recommender systems, open software, electronic prediction markets, and wikis. Sadly, these methods also need to relax even the softest reasonableness conditions to achieve collective decisions.
Parallel to social choice, the utilitarian approach [16, 17] -inspired by Bentham [18] -used the aggregation of individual utilities to obtain evaluations of social interest. They were concerned with the total utility of the community, but they did not incorporate how utility is distributed or concentrated [19] . However, the arising of the logical positivism [20] allowed the identification of individual gains and losses, which made it possible to progress toward the "interpersonal comparison of utilities". This enables the use of many different types of welfare rules (egalitarianism, envy-freeness, etc.), which differ in that way that fairness and efficiency are handled.
However, is it possible to make comparisons between the utilities of two or more people? There has been progress in this regard (see, for example, [21] ) interpersonal utility comparisons have been developed from different postulates (as those proposed by [22] ), and very general conditions have been defined for its implementation [23] . At present, the use of computational rules [24] allows aggregation of opinions based on Harsanyi's theory [25, 26] . This theory adds the notion of empathetic preferences [27] [28] [29] to Von Neuman-Morgenster's hypotheses on utility and configures the paradigm of aggregation described in this paper.
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Available Computer Applications for Collective Decision-Making
The progress in collective decision-making (see, for example, [30] ) has led to the implementation of operative computer applications. All of them have important areas that require improvement, but the existing developments are already part of the solution rather than the problem. The applications presented below are grouped based on the decision-making model on which they are based:
1.3.1. Type-A Applications These models were based on formalizing strategies for games on a network and require the current advances in computer technology and the methodology of information-decision systems. In these models, each participant tries to maximize their personal gain, which leads to a reduction in the earnings of others. There are two fundamental procedures: Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) [31] which aim to reach an overall negotiated decision among the participants through face-to-face meetings; and the Social Decisions Support Systems (SDS) [32] , which visualize the flow of discussion through a network of statements, opinions, arguments, and comments, which helps to gain consensus before voting on an issue.
• A-1: Group Decision Support Systems-GDSS-.
The largest number of applications are in this group: PLEXSYS from the University of Arizona [33] ; Colab, designed for Xerox at the Palo Alto Research Center, [34] ; Shell GDSS, developed at the University of Minnesota [31] ; DECAID (Decision Aids for Groups), designed by [35] ; LADN (Local Area Decision Network) [36] ; and SMU Decision Room Project [37] [38] [39] . However, the most widely used is Loomio, which manages the decision-making in some emerging political parties in Europe [40].
• A-2: Social Decisions Support Systems-SDSS-.
Deliberative Opinion Poll (from Stanford University) [41] .
Type-B Applications
In general, conflict resolution requires social collaboration, and this is where the generation of confidence becomes relevant for collective decisions. Applications in this area usually implement models that simulate the propagation of opinions, as is done with infection or contagion processes. In fact, social and environmental agents have always tried to know the propagation of their opinions among the components of the society.
The software available to simulate these models is not strictly for collective decision-making, but also for the analysis and processing of information (structured and unstructured) with multiple receivers. However, some applications have evolved to provide an aggregate solution by focusing on different aspects. We can distinguish between applications [42] that prioritize, organization of information -Paramount [43] Decisions -Analytica [44] assessment made by multiple agents -1000 Minds of IBM [45] and Application of procedures to predict the evolution of systems (analysis of dynamic systems and agent-based simulation models) [46] .
Type-C Applications
In the end, although the emphasis may be at one end of the spectrum, systems that consider both personal preferences and social interactions usually fit the population's view better than systems that consider just one of these circumstances. Applications in this field lead to effective solutions, although they are not always efficient. Two programs are the most used:
LIQUIDFEEDBACK. This application, [47] developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), incorporates social networks of confidence so that the decision can be delegated to others (liquid Forests 2018, 9, 399 5 of 28 democracy). It does not ask direct questions about the result, but rather encourages participants to propose alternatives. It has a sophisticated voting system to allow participants to express their opinions without allowing tactical considerations.
ALLOURIDEAS. This application uses a pair-comparison method between alternatives, which each participant must select. The outcome is the sorting of a list of proposals (to which new ones can be added) by the whole group. This application was developed at Princeton University [48].
Methodology for Confidence-Based Collective Decision-Making Based
When decisions are reported through digital systems (or the computers capture decisions automatically) the behavior of each person is recorded. The behavioral analysis can be automated and is aimed at representing opinions, which means-as explained on Section 1.1-knowing how a person assesses a solution and which solution is best for such a person.
However, the possibilities of digital management go beyond representing opinions: as Harsany [25, 26] proposed, we can also use empathy among opinions.
For our purposes, empathy is the ability of a person to see the world through the eyes of another. If A chooses the best solution for B rather than himself, A reveals a preference for B's opinion over his own opinion. If A is consistent in this behavior, we can say A empathizes with B, but it is a bit more complex than this. Binmore [49] describes properly the additional assumptions of Harsany´s theory, arguing:
Besides our personal preferences, which may include sympathetic concerns for others, we also have empathetic preferences that reflect our ethical concerns. This means that empathy can be graduated. However, some empathetic identification is crucial to the survival of human societies because society needs commonly understood coordinating conventions that select an equilibrium when many options are available.
When a person empathizes with someone, they do so entirely successfully (the best known historical example of incomplete empathy is quoted from Longinus: "Were I Alexander", said Parmenio, "I would accept of these offers made by Darius". "So, would I too", replied Alexander, "were I Parmenio".). The empathetic utility function of a person simply expresses the fact that the person in question thinks that A and B personal utils can be traded off, so that A's personal utils count the same as a of B's personal utils. In other words, holding an empathetic preference is the same thing as subscribing to a standard for making interpersonal comparisons between A and B.
Under the above assumptions, the Harsanyi's theory can be described using a Von Neumann and Morgenstern utility function.
The power of empathy comes from its association with convergence of opinions. It could be accepted that putting yourself in the place of other favors reaching a common opinion. All that is needed is to verify that increases in empathy lead to convergence of opinions. In this case, participation should be encouraged if empathy among participants improves, and if not, the process should end.
If the overall amount of empathy is high at the end of the participatory process, then the aggregate opinion is representative of the preferences of the people involved. Here, the aggregate opinion will be adopted as the group's joint decision. Otherwise, the group of participants will need to be broken down into homogeneous subgroups (with common opinions within the subgroups) and other aggregation procedures applied to the preferences of the homogeneous communities.
Calculating Empathy
The methodology described below is applicable to the calculation of empathy in a non-competitive environment. A deeper explanation and the primitive formulation of it can be found in [21] . It is based on calculating empathy for participants connected on social networks [50, 51] and in incorporating Adler's developments [52] .
To determine the empathy of one person (A) towards another (B), we must consider the opinions of all those who make up this empathy. At least, A and B opinions (o A and o B ), an aggregation of Forests 2018, 9, 399 6 of 28 the opinions A considers to be closest to B in the confidence networks (o n(B)A ), the history or, at least, the aggregated opinion of the whole group when empathy is calculated (o g ), and an explicit objective opinion formulated by experts (o Ob ).
The above opinions can be used to determine the utility that a person believes that a solution has for another person, but the weight of all opinions cannot be the same. Therefore, the utility that A believes that solution X has for B can be calculated as: (1) where: D i↔B is the reciprocal distance between i and B's opinions (calculated using the distance between i and B in the confidence networks) it is the complementary of the probability that the opinion of the first person will align with the opinion of the second person); X − X i is the distance between the best solution for i (X i ) [9] and the solution for which we are calculating the utility (X); u i (X) is the assessment of X made by i; and i refers to all the involved opinions
However, Equation (1) does not yet indicate the empathy of A relative to B. As mentioned, the empathetic function expresses the equivalence in the utilities of A and B when the aggregate assessment of the group (X g ) is modified. To calculate this, we force L systematic changes in the values of the descriptive variables for the group's opinion (for example, increasing or decreasing the cost and performance of the X g solution) and we determine the changes that these modifications produce in both A and B's utilities. If each of these changes is represented by X g<k> (for k = 1, . . . , L) then, the modification it induces in the way A believes that B makes their assessments will be represented as:
For k = 1, . . . , L, we get a L coordinates vector representing the empathy function of A relative to B:
The set of empathies of A for all participants (N) will be the empathetic utility matrix of A (which will be notated as em A ):
This matrix collects all the information referring to the empathy of a person (A) with the other participants. The matrix shows the variations of the utility that A believes that certain changes in the aggregate solution (in the L rows of em A ) induce in the rest of the participants (in the N columns of em A ).
A measure of the separation of empathy between a pair of individuals can be obtained from these matrices. Thus, from general operations with matrices:
where: N is the total number of evaluators,
• denotes the usual multiplication of matrices and tr( ) represents the trace of a matrix
The average of Equation (5) for all possible participant pairs has been used as a measure of the percentage of empathy among participants:
Obviously, the average of similarities of empathy between pairs of participants does not describe the distribution of empathy among participants. For that, other centralization and dispersion measures would need to be applied to the similarities of empathy, but our objective is to measure the evolution of confidence and variation of average empathy over time, to detect the increase or decrease in total empathy and evolution over time represented by Equation (7) (see Figure 1) . The average of Equation (5) for all possible participant pairs has been used as a measure of the percentage of empathy among participants:
Obviously, the average of similarities of empathy between pairs of participants does not describe the distribution of empathy among participants. For that, other centralization and dispersion measures would need to be applied to the similarities of empathy, but our objective is to measure the evolution of confidence and variation of average empathy over time, to detect the increase or decrease in total empathy and evolution over time represented by Equation (7) (see Figure 1 ). 
Simulating Interactions among Participants
Interactions among opinions occur naturally in participatory processes and can be promoted through digital forums and other tools offered by the Internet. Effects of interactions on collective decisions can also be simulated as described below.
The simulation is based on the works of Sayama [51] . Next, let us show the simulation frame with the mathematical notation and simplifications adopted in this paper:
, XA] be (as in the rest of the paper) the opinion of participant A.
• Participants do not know the final aggregated assessment (ugF). The goal is to find a joint evaluation, which should be accepted by most participants at the end of the discussion process.
However, the current aggregated value (ug) is known at any given time.
• Each participant has a memory in which they store their personal comprehension of the problem and the history of group discussion. The memory is defined as a list of opinions either they have (or have had) or that other participants have expressed during the discussion. The • Calculate sustainability that A supposes other participant (B )
gives to any forest management plan as in Equation 1
• Calculate the level of equivalence between A and B assessments when the aggregated solution is L-times modified in a systematic way (to get expression 3)
• 
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Simulating Interactions among Participants
be (as in the rest of the paper) the opinion of participant A.
• Participants do not know the final aggregated assessment (u gF ). The goal is to find a joint evaluation, which should be accepted by most participants at the end of the discussion process. However, the current aggregated value (u g ) is known at any given time.
• Each participant has a memory in which they store their personal comprehension of the problem and the history of group discussion. The memory is defined as a list of opinions either they have (or have had) or that other participants have expressed during the discussion. The memory of each participant (M A ) can store up to p of their own opinions (the initial opinion plus the modifications they have accepted during the discussion) and up to q opinions expressed by each of the other participants (M A = {o A,k }, k = 1, . . . , p, p + 1, . . . , p + q). The total memory of one participant is limited to a certain number of opinions, thus p + q ≤ l. If the number of opinions participating in the personal understanding of the problem exceeds this number, then some of the opinions in the memory must be removed.
•
At least the following opinions always belong to the memory of a participant (A): o A , o g , and o Ob .
Interaction does not simply accept changes in view of other opinions. It requires discussion: each participant tries to impose their own solution on the group, but at the same time, the participant accepts changes in their solution if convinced. Discussion is an iterative process with the following phases on each one of the iteration: 1. Each participant examines whether there is an easy way to improve the utility of their current solution.
Every participant examines their neighbors' solution and incorporates the opinion with the highest utility for all the participants belonging to their neighborhood into their memory. We shall denote this plan as u n(A) .
A randomly selected speaker is chosen.
We shall denote the speaker as S.
3. The speaker suggests the revision of the group plan.
The speaker (S) identifies which aspect of their individual plan has the most significant impact if incorporated into the group's plan. To do this, we built em S matrix (Equation (4)), which is now calculated by adding the speaker's opinion to that in the memory of all participants.
First, we have to calculate the utility that the speaker supposes the solution has for another participant (A) as:
where S refers to the speaker´s assessments; M A is the memory of the A-evaluator; D i↔A , X and X i are as in equation 1; and v i * is not the assessment of a solution (u i ), it is referred to the expert's opinion expressed as:
Then, u g , which belongs to the memory of all participants, is systematically modified to calculate the em S matrix (equations 2 to 4). The row of this matrix with the highest sum of its components (j) determines the suggestion of change proposed by the speaker.
The new opinion that the speaker suggests to the group is expressed as o g<j> = (u g <j>, X g<j> ).
4. The speaker's suggestion is evaluated by all other participants, who respond to the suggestion at the individual level.
Each participant then studies the utility of the speaker's suggestion, which is done by applying the next equation:
where p is any opinion in the memory and M A is the memory of A. speaker's suggestion. However, o g<j> may still be randomly incorporated into the memory of A with a probability given by:
where: T is the "temperature" of the participant's cognition (i.e., to what degree participants can tolerate low-utility suggestions).
If incorporating a new opinion exceeds the maximum number of opinions allowed in the memory, then the previous one has to be removed from memory.
5. Response to suggestion at group level.
The group determines if the speaker´s suggestion should be adopted as the new group solution by counting the number of participants that have incorporated the speaker´s suggestion into their memories. If this is more than 50%, then the old group opinion will be replaced by the suggestion (o g ←o g<j> ). 
The Strategy for Confidence-Based Collective Decision-Making
From an operational point of view, the proposed strategy consists of the following stages: a. Opening of an online information and participation process for anyone to formulate their preferences and to incorporate these preferences into the available information systems.
b. Encouraging participation, through the media or by community managers. Motivation should provide an incentive for both the recurrent participation of individuals already involved (they tend to modify their preferences because of interaction with other participants), and the incorporation of new participants.
c. Automatic representation of participant opinions. This requires determining how a participant assesses a solution (based on their personal preferences) and designing the solution that best fits a preference.
d. On-line calculation of the empathy of each participant with the others and of the total empathy for the opinions among all participants.
e. Supporting the participatory process if total empathy increases and terminating the process when there is no significant increase in empathy among participants.
f. Application, at the time of termination, of Web 2.0 tools, building of interpersonal functions, or both to choose the best aggregate decision. In case of a low convergence of preferences, another social or individual selection process should be used to choose representative and socially acceptable solutions.
It is evident that the confidence-based strategy satisfies the general requirements for participation to a greater degree than the public-participation applications that are currently available (see Table 1 ). 
Case Study and Results
The case study focused on verifying the strategy for confidence-based collective decision-making. To do this, we simulated a participative process to design the most sustainable forest management plan at a real forest.
We apply the proposed methodology to "Valle de la Fuenfría" forest (Madrid, Spain). Environmental authorities have approved a sustainable long-term forest management plan with Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) as the main vegetation. The case study is a territory within that forest (see Figure 3) . It covers an area of 96.04 ha (40 • 45 N, 4 • 5 W), and has altitudes ranging from 1310 to 1790 m, an average annual temperature of 9.4 • C, and average annual rainfall of 1180 mm. Further information can be found in [53] .
We apply the proposed methodology to "Valle de la Fuenfría" forest (Madrid, Spain). Environmental authorities have approved a sustainable long-term forest management plan with Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) as the main vegetation. The case study is a territory within that forest (see Figure 3) . It covers an area of 96.04 ha (40°45′ N, 4°5′ W), and has altitudes ranging from 1310 to 1790 m, an average annual temperature of 9.4 °C, and average annual rainfall of 1180 mm. Further information can be found in [53] . The strategy consisted of encouraging participation if empathy among participants increased. To verify this strategy, we needed to compare the evolutions of empathy with the convergence of opinions throughout the participative process (Section 3.3). To do that, we needed to measure both empathy and convergence of opinions (Section 3.2). In turn, this calculation requires the representation of the opinions of each of the participants in the process (Section 3.1).
Representation of Opinions
Sustainability is a complex, multidimensional idea that does not allow an overall method of assessment. It is possible to measure partial aspects-indicators-but each person has their own way of aggregating those indicators for assessing sustainability. In other words, each person has an opinion on sustainability.
For this case study, representing an opinion means:
• Assessing the sustainability on each one of the pixels of the territory according to personal preferences on sustainability.
• Designing the forest management plan that best suits personal preferences on sustainability.
We have adopted pixels (instead of stands) because the accuracy of the inventory allows doing that [54] . Even trees could be decision units if you know the effects that any action carried on tree The strategy consisted of encouraging participation if empathy among participants increased. To verify this strategy, we needed to compare the evolutions of empathy with the convergence of opinions throughout the participative process (Section 3.3). To do that, we needed to measure both empathy and convergence of opinions (Section 3.2). In turn, this calculation requires the representation of the opinions of each of the participants in the process (Section 3.1).
We have adopted pixels (instead of stands) because the accuracy of the inventory allows doing that [54] . Even trees could be decision units if you know the effects that any action carried on tree have in the tress on its neighborhood (see Equation (13)). Additionally, management based on pixels is applicable to analyze sustainability at different scales. In any case, you must remember that we are looking for a management plan of a forest under a long-term management plan based on stands, and any action must fit to this plan.
Personal Assessment of Sustainability at Each Point of the Territory
Sustainability is calculated at each one of the points of a grid superimposed on the study area with a pixel width of one meter.
The methodology for the assessment of sustainability was the one that incorporates SiLVANET [54] , a computer application for participatory forest management. It calculates sustainability on hierarchical (and no hierarchical) indicators structuring that must be built by experts [55] . This case study focuses on a partial assessment (an aggregation of attributes to determine wood sustainability) within the larger structure. Nevertheless, the case shows all the challenges that faces sustainability assessment.
The information required came from three different sources: physical and management parameters of the area-mainly: height distribution of trees within a 50-m diameter around each point, it is a scale-invariant indicator that can be used in management based on stands or pixels, whatever their size [56] , and sustainability indicators such as structural diversity, timber yield, or the biomass at each point; personal information on the individual whose opinion was going to be represented (gender, age, level of education, occupation, type of residence-urban or rural-and stakeholder category); and the personal sustainability preferences of each participant.
Preferences are captured through a pair-wise comparison (see [30] ) of forest management regimens in specific points of the territory. Management regimens must be representative of all the management options for the forest and we shall refer them as meaningful or significant points. Comparison requires the selection of the meaningful points (see [54] for the points in this case study) and, after forming all feasible pairs of points, to ask the participants for their preferences within a pair (they must indicate which of the two points they consider to be more sustainable (see Figure 4) . The answers are recorded in a preference matrix and then transformed into a numeric value of the sustainability on each one of the comparison points (see [57] ). This value matches the preferences of the participant that has filled the preference matrix. Table 2 shows: geographical coordinates of comparison points, the matrix of preferences filled by a concrete participant, and the sustainability assessment on the comparison points. The number of meaningful points must be small. It is recommended not to choose more than six points, because the number of pairs to compare will be 15. The more comparisons the more decreases of concentration and the judgments tend to be inconsistent with the evaluator's own preferences [58] . Also, you must have an aggregation model to extend the above result to all the pixels in the study area. In this case, we have used an objective model that calculates sustainability as the statistical association between indicators on any pixel and indicators on an ideal point [55, 56] . Experts must choose the appropriate sustainability indicators (it is possible to use pan-European or Montreal indicators). Although, you always must use an indicator that considers the annual increment of wood under allowable cut standards (we use the timber yield, see [55, 56] for a description of how to compute it).
Sustainability in all the territory (Figure 4 ) is then calculated from information deduced from both procedures: pair-wise comparison and aggregation of criteria (see [55] ). The pair-wise comparison value is the framework where the assessment of the pixels that are not subject to direct comparison is fitted. The thoughtful judgments required in the pair-wise comparison set the general pattern of value, and the valuation obtained from the aggregation of criteria incorporates the variability present in all alternatives to the evaluation process.
In the above context, the SiLVANET methodology [54, 60] was applied to achieve the following outcomes:
1. To get the personal sustainability value at each one of the compared points (Table 2) . 2. To extend the assessment to the remaining points in the area ( Figure 5 ). 3. To estimate the mapping from sustainability indicators into the sustainability at each point, Equation (12) via a Multiple Regression Model. Independent variables are constrained to those statistically significative and with absolute values for their parameters greater than 1.5. This expression is used to extend the sustainability to the rest of the forest (the maps of sustainable indicators all over the forest is all you need) and to design the best management plan (Equation (12)). Also, you must have an aggregation model to extend the above result to all the pixels in the study area. In this case, we have used an objective model that calculates sustainability as the statistical association between indicators on any pixel and indicators on an ideal point [55, 56] . Experts must choose the appropriate sustainability indicators (it is possible to use pan-European or Montreal indicators). Although, you always must use an indicator that considers the annual increment of wood under allowable cut standards (we use the timber yield, see [55, 56] 
for a description of how to compute it).
1.
To get the personal sustainability value at each one of the compared points (Table 2 ).
2.
To extend the assessment to the remaining points in the area ( Figure 5 ).
3.
To estimate the mapping from sustainability indicators into the sustainability at each point, Equation (12) via a Multiple Regression Model. Independent variables are constrained to those statistically significative and with absolute values for their parameters greater than 1.5. This expression is used to extend the sustainability to the rest of the forest (the maps of sustainable indicators all over the forest is all you need) and to design the best management plan (Equation (12)). Analytical equation of sustainability calculated through multiple regression analysis between the value in Figure 5 and the value of the main sustainability indicators at all of the points of the territory is U = −3.166I2 + 5.08I1I3 + 1.519I2I3 (12) where I1: Structural diversity; I2: Timber yield; I3: Biomass. The above outcomes are sequential: first, the sustainability on the significant points was obtained (outcome number 1). Then, outcomes 2 and 3 were obtained by adding the physical and management parameters of the territory to outcome 1. Consequently, for specified forest exploitation, the relevant information came from the sustainability in the six points subjected to comparison.
The Management Plan that Best Suits Individual Preferences
A management plan involves formulating a set of temporally-located actions to be carried out at a point in the territory. However, the number of viable plans is so high that it is not feasible to generate all of the possible options to choose the best one. For instance, if there were ten activities per tree and year (cutting, pruning, labor, pest treatment, and any combination) and the number of trees in our study area was 500,000, then the number of potential management plans would be 100 500,000 (for a planning horizon of ten years). To get around this problem, we determined the best management plan by applying combinatorial algorithms for optimization ([58] and [60] ).
Specifically, we applied the Simulated Annealing algorithm [61] to optimize the following function:
where: A is a participant in the decision process. Pi is a point in the territory and its neighborhood (a circle of 50-m diameter around each point); Yj is a specified set of activities (cut trees, prune lower branches, styling, eliminate feedback, etc.) carried out on Pi; L is the number of feasible activities that can be carried out at any point and in its neighborhood; C is the number of points in the territory (usually the points are pixels, but they can also be trees or homogeneous territorial units); 1 is the indicator function (1 if Pi = yj and 0 otherwise); βV(X) is a regularization term; uA(Pi = yj) = k1vA(Pi = yj) + k2Bi(Pi = yj), where: vA(Pi = yj) is the A assessment of sustainability for Pi = yj and Bi(Pi = yj) is the economic balance for changing the current land use to Pi = yj.
Optimizing expression (13) leads to the most sustainable forest management plan for a specific participant. You can see [54, 58, 60] for a detailed explanation of the spatial-temporal location of Analytical equation of sustainability calculated through multiple regression analysis between the value in Figure 5 and the value of the main sustainability indicators at all of the points of the territory is U = −3.166I 2 + 5.
where I 1 : Structural diversity; I 2 : Timber yield; I 3 : Biomass. The above outcomes are sequential: first, the sustainability on the significant points was obtained (outcome number 1). Then, outcomes 2 and 3 were obtained by adding the physical and management parameters of the territory to outcome 1. Consequently, for specified forest exploitation, the relevant information came from the sustainability in the six points subjected to comparison.
where: A is a participant in the decision process. P i is a point in the territory and its neighborhood (a circle of 50-m diameter around each point); Y j is a specified set of activities (cut trees, prune lower branches, styling, eliminate feedback, etc.) carried out on P i ; L is the number of feasible activities that can be carried out at any point and in its neighborhood; C is the number of points in the territory (usually the points are pixels, but they can also be trees or homogeneous territorial units); 1 is the indicator function (1 if P i = y j and 0 otherwise); βV(X) is a regularization term; u A (P i = y j ) = k 1 v A (P i = y j ) + k 2 B i (P i = y j ), where: v A (P i = y j ) is the A assessment of sustainability for P i = y j and B i (P i = y j ) is the economic balance for changing the current land use to P i = y j .
Optimizing expression (13) leads to the most sustainable forest management plan for a specific participant. You can see [54, 58, 60] for a detailed explanation of the spatial-temporal location of activities given by the management plan. Basically, it determines (on each pixel) the number of trees to be cut (per ha) on each height class, and the labors required to facilitate natural regeneration. To ensure sustainability, the solutions are constrained to feasible sustainable solutions defined by the experts. Table 3 describes the best forest management plan for the participant in Table 2 and Figure 5 . Measures on Table 3 are trees heights because current data collection technologies (combining aerial and terrestrial LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging), photogrammetry, and remote sensing with measurements in the field) make easy tree-heights measurements [62] in large forest areas. It is also socking to show the number of trees from 0 to 3 m height. It is because a dynamic programming model has been applied to predict the height classes evolution [54, 56] . This model generates the future number of trees in all the height classes, which is incorporated in the timber yield indicator. In no case 0 to 3 m trees are harvested by clearing or precommercial thinning, the most correspond to natural self-thinning mortality. In the field, the inventory of trees from 0 to 3 m is made in a sub-plot and its exact height is not recorded, it is only recorded if it is in the range, visually. Figure 6 shows the flow charge for representation of opinions for multiple participants. Table 3 . Current stock, trees to be cut in the next 10 years and description of the current and of the proposed forest plan for the preferences of the participant in Table 2 , for the total study area.
Stock Variables for Height Distribution
Tree Height (meters) 
Measuring Empathy and Convergence of Opinions
Our approach to collective decisions requires recurrent calculating of two items at any point in the process: the convergence of the expressed opinions, and the overall empathy among participants. This section describes how to calculate both items for a group of twenty participants (the analysis of larger groups is similar, but showing results is more complicated).
The information required to calculate these items is the representation of opinions for all participants, which is calculated from the sustainability at six meaningful points of the territory. 
The information required to calculate these items is the representation of opinions for all participants, which is calculated from the sustainability at six meaningful points of the territory. Table 4 shows the sustainability for all members of the group at the most meaningful spatial points. Calculation of convergence requires knowing the aggregated solution over the entire time. For this case study, the aggregated assessment is the average of the values for all the participants at the six meaningful points. Convergence of opinions (CoO) has been calculated as the sum of the variation coefficients at each of the six meaningful points:
where x i and s i are, respectively, the average and the standard deviation of the sustainability assessments in the i-meaningful point and for all the participants in the group.
Overall Empathy of the Group
All the information necessary to calculate empathy is derived from the data provided in Table 4 . Following the methodology described in Section 2.1, the first task to calculate is the utility that a participant (A) believes that a solution (X) has for another participant (B), which involves application of the equation 1. The variables we have used to calculate equation 1 are described below.
• D i↔K , which is the reciprocal distance between i and B's opinions, is calculated as: (15) where: D i↔B is the reciprocal similarity in the way participants i and B make their sustainability assessments; u i (X Real ) = [v i (X Real ) P1 , . . . , v i (X Real ) P6 ] are the sustainability values that i assigns to the six points being compared (P1, . . . , P6) in the current land use (X Real ); Σ −1 is the inverse covariance matrix of the sustainability assessments at the most representative territorial points for the data of all the active participants (Table 5) ; and D max is the maximum value of the numerator in Equation (15) for all pairs of active participants. Table 5 . Sample covariance matrix and its inverse for the simulated opinions of 100 participants. Both are calculated for all the pairs of meaningful points (P1 to P6). • X − X i is the distance between the best solution for i (X i ) and the solution to which we are calculating the utility (X):
Sample Covariance Matrix
where U i (X) is the utility of X solution for the i participant, calculated like in Equation (12) .
is the assessment of X made by i. It is calculated as the average sustainability at all the points of the study area (see Section 3.1).
A and B are the mentioned participants, and: -n(B) A are the opinions that a participant (A) considers to be close to the opinion of each of the other participants (B). These opinions satisfy both: the reciprocal similarities between their sustainability assessments and the A assessment of sustainability are bounded to a fixed value (D A↔K < K 0 for K = 1, . . . , N participants; with D A↔K calculated as shown in the Equation (14) and, simultaneously, their opinions belong to stakeholders of the same type as B. -o Ob is the expert opinion on sustainability (which is supposed to be more objective than other opinions). -o g is the aggregate opinion, calculated as an average of the assessment for all participants.
The next task is to determine the equivalence of the utilities of A and B when the aggregate assessment of the group (X g ) is modified. The changes we adopted represented a variation of ± 5% in the values of all the components in u g (X g ), which is the equivalent of 729 changes. We then carried out the process described in Section 2.1 up to calculate emf A for an A-participant (Equation (4)). Each one of these matrices has 729 rows and 20 columns.
The reciprocal similarities of empathy between participants (Equation (5)) are shown in Table 6 . Equation (6) is then applied to the data on Table 6 to calculate the average of the empathetic similarities. The overall similarity for the twenty analyzed participants is S T = 80.99%. 
Verification of the Strategy for Confidence-Based Collective Decision-Making
We used simulated data instead of real opinions to verify the strategy because we wanted to analyze the influence of the two main factors affecting collective decisions: the number of well-informed participants and the interactions among them. It is not possible to separate a person's own opinion from the changes due to interactions when dealing with human decision-makers, but it is easier to isolate the effects of these factors with simulated data.
As shown in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, all the relevant information for calculating empathy and convergence comes from the sustainability at the six most meaningful points in the territory. We have therefore simulated the opinions of one hundred participants by assigning a sustainability value to these points, under the following conditions: -
The sustainability for each meaningful point and each stakeholder came from sampling a normal distribution with the mean and standard deviation shown in Table 7 . The mean corresponds to the sustainability assessments of a well-informed participant on each type of stakeholder. Standard deviations show variations in data from real participative processes [30, 58] . - Table 7 also shows the number of participants for each type of stakeholder. -
The opinions for the simulated participants (one hundred) are summarized in Figure 7 . -To measure the separation between opinions (Equation (4)), we used the inverse of the covariance matrix (for the one hundred simulated participants) between all the possible pairs of significant points. The covariance matrix and its inverse are shown in Table 6 . Table 7 . Parameters for generating sustainability of 100 participants, grouped into five stakeholder types (S1 to S5 in Figure 8 ) and at six meaningful points (P1 to P6 in Table 2 ). Sustainability assessments are simulated from sampling an N(µ; σ) distribution with the parameters shown in the table. The number of simulations carried out for each type of stakeholder is also shown. We consider the above participants to be well informed because the standard deviation is not too large (means are calculated by consulting experts on each stakeholder group). We consider that the larger the standard deviation, the worse-informed the participants.
Type of Stakeholder
The average convergence of opinions (Equation (14)) for the participants in Table 7 is: CoO = 73.67%. To analyze the evolution of the participative process (Section 3.3.1), we started with a group of five participants (randomly chosen from the set of one hundred). For the participants in this group, we measured both the aggregated empathy among participants and the convergence of their opinions. These calculations were repeated in new groups, formed by randomly adding five new participants to the current group. The expansion process continued until one hundred participant groups were reached.
Later, Section 3.3.2 analyzes the effects of interactions among the simulated participants. To analyze the evolution of the participative process (Section 3.3.1), we started with a group of five participants (randomly chosen from the set of one hundred). For the participants in this group, we measured both the aggregated empathy among participants and the convergence of their opinions. These calculations were repeated in new groups, formed by randomly adding five new participants to the current group. The expansion process continued until one hundred participant groups were reached.
Later, Section 3.3.2 analyzes the effects of interactions among the simulated participants. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the measures used to monitor the participative process: the overall empathy between the opinions of the group (S T , as in Equation (6)), and the convergence of opinions among the participants (CoO, as in Equation (14)). Figure 8 shows the evolution of the measures used to monitor the participative process: the overall empathy between the opinions of the group (ST, as in Equation (6)), and the convergence of opinions among the participants (CoO, as in Equation (14)). As shown in the graph, empathy increased with participation until it reached a local maximum for thirty participants (ST(30) = 83.65%). It then shows very small changes that do not depend on the increase in the number of participants. On the other hand, the convergence of opinions grows rapidly from the group of five participants (CoO(5) = 37.59%) to the group of thirty participants (CoO(30) = 77.41%). It then continues to increase, but at a much lower rate (CoO(55) = 81.89%). The growth rate remains constant in the range between thirty and one hundred participants (for a number of participants not shown in the figure: CoO(80) = 84% and CoO(100) = 86.82%).
Convergence of Opinions by Adding New Participants
The association between empathy and convergence is evident: while empathy increased (up to 30 participants), convergence increased an average of 1.52% for each new participant. Subsequently, it increased at only a rate of 0.13% for each new participant.
The previous result could, on its own, validate the strategy of encouraging participation if empathy increases. However, aside from the number and quality of participants, there is another feature that plays a fundamental role in the convergence of opinions: the interactions among participants.
Influence of the Interactions among Participants on the Collective Solution
In participatory processes, the convergence of opinions due to the interactions among the participants would be expected to be at least as important as the convergence due to the number of well-informed participants. We validated this assertion through a computer simulation that analyzed the influence of interactions on the final decision (see Section 2.2 and Figure 2) .
The mathematical simulation was used to calculate and compare the aggregate assessment of sustainability in two scenarios. The first one refers to an aggregate assessment for the participants generated based on the parameters in Table 7 . The second scenario incorporates interactions through an agent-based simulation (described on Section 2.2) to explain the interactions among participants for the same participants than in the first case.
To get an aggregated assessment of sustainability without interactions, the joint value was calculated as the average of the individual sustainability for all the participants. We proceeded this way because it was the simplest method of aggregation. In general, there will be a different As shown in the graph, empathy increased with participation until it reached a local maximum for thirty participants (S T(30) = 83.65%). It then shows very small changes that do not depend on the increase in the number of participants. On the other hand, the convergence of opinions grows rapidly from the group of five participants (CoO (5) = 37.59%) to the group of thirty participants (CoO (30) = 77.41%). It then continues to increase, but at a much lower rate (CoO (55) = 81.89%). The growth rate remains constant in the range between thirty and one hundred participants (for a number of participants not shown in the figure: CoO (80) = 84% and CoO (100) = 86.82%).
To get an aggregated assessment of sustainability without interactions, the joint value was calculated as the average of the individual sustainability for all the participants. We proceeded this way because it was the simplest method of aggregation. In general, there will be a different aggregate assessment, but this does not affect our objective: to see how interactions modify the aggregation of preferences. For this case study, u g = (0.71, 0.51, 0.58, 0.47, 0.24, 0.39).
We then applied the methodology described in Section 2.2 to trigger interactions among the members of the group of 100 participants. The simulation was parameterized as discussed below:
• We were not interested in artificial acceleration of convergence of opinions. Therefore, only lowutility suggestions of changes were accepted in the random changes of opinion needed to simulate interactions. From a mathematical point of view, this meant adopting a low temperature for Equation (11) that controls the randomized changes of opinions.
•
Since we accepted random and synchronized changes of opinion (all participants change, at the same time, to solutions accepted by more than 50% of them), the convergence of this algorithm is not monotonous [63] . This means that each iteration does not have to improve the previous solution, but after a certain number of iterations (in our case we limited this to 300) there are clear improvements.
To measure the convergence for interaction among participants, we used the distance between the last group-opinion accepted by each evaluator into their memory (o g(A) = (u g(A) , v g(A) )) and the current aggregated group-opinion (o g = (u g , v g )). Both opinions change in each iteration of the process (i). We will therefore re-write them as o g(A)−i and o g−i respectively. So:
where u g(A)−i − u g−i as in equation 15; OpC i is the measure of the convergence of opinions in the i-iteration; and N is the total number of participants (N = 100).
In the simulation carried out, the maximum convergence of opinions corresponds to the iteration number 268 (see Figure 9 ). In this iteration, the aggregate evaluation corresponds to u g-268 = (0.81, 0.56, 0.53, 0.52, 0.24, 0.44), which represents an improvement of 12.07% with respect to the "no interaction" scenario (percentage of improvement between OpC 268 and OpC 1 ).
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In the simulation carried out, the maximum convergence of opinions corresponds to the iteration number 268 (see Figure 9 ). In this iteration, the aggregate evaluation corresponds to ug-268 = (0.81, 0.56, 0.53, 0.52, 0.24, 0.44), which represents an improvement of 12.07% with respect to the "no interaction" scenario (percentage of improvement between OpC268 and OpC1). The reality is that there is no "no interaction" scenario with which to compare. We have simulated opinions around well-informed participants, but no opinion can be formed without interaction. That means all we have is a scenario of well-informed participants who have not interacted after formulating their opinions. On the other hand, we have a scenario with interaction after the initial formulation of preferences in which no new participants have entered. In any case, it is notable that: The reality is that there is no "no interaction" scenario with which to compare. We have simulated opinions around well-informed participants, but no opinion can be formed without interaction. That means all we have is a scenario of well-informed participants who have not interacted after formulating their opinions. On the other hand, we have a scenario with interaction after the initial formulation of preferences in which no new participants have entered. In any case, it is notable that: -Both scenarios improve convergence. -
The only way we found to simulate participatory processes that do not converge is to avoid the simultaneous emergence of both factors. In other words, to incorporate ill-informed participants (with greater randomness in the opinion of the participants) and not allow post-formulation of opinions.
These outcomes reinforce the idea that participation means both things: the incorporation of a large number of participants and interaction between them.
Discussion and Conclusions
The paper validates an Artificial Intelligence methodology applicable to forest management. As in all AI (Artificial Intelligence) process, the algorithms must be trained in the available data, never replicated. This requires a type of manager able to understand the performance of algorithms to propose modifications when they have to apply to real cases. The paper has been written by foresters for these types of forest managers.
The first notable conclusion is that it is possible to measure confidence among participants in collective decisions. This is done through the construction of empathic utility functions.
A second conclusion deals with the association between empathy and the convergence of opinions. This relation has been commonly accepted, but this is the first time that it has been verified: the case study shows that increases in empathy are associated to greater convergence of opinions among participants, and when empathy ceases to increase, the rate of convergence of opinions slows.
The main conclusion of the paper was drawn by combining the two conclusions mentioned above: empathy variations can be incorporated to manage participatory processes, and this can be done by applying a simple strategy. The strategy is to encourage participation while empathy increases and, if not, to stop participation. When the participatory process ends, the results from the Web 2.0 and from interpersonal utilities are applied to aggregate opinions.
The strategy always leads to a solution for collective decision making. The aggregated solution will be socially acceptable in the case of high convergence of the opinions. In that case, the aggregate opinion will represent the preferences of almost all the people involved, and it will be the joint solution for the group. Otherwise, the set of participants must be broken down into homogeneous subgroups (with common opinions within each subgroup) and other aggregation procedures must be applied. These procedures may range from voting to an explained personal decision. Even in the case that the final decision was made by an official, the use of this strategy provides the information required for accountability.
It is also notable that incorporation of empathy improves the results obtained so far. When comparing the confidence-based strategy with the available participatory applications, it shows improvements in all the functional requirements required for a participative process.
Other conclusions deal with the power of networking. We confirmed that if participants report their judgments in digital systems, then the representation can be automated for both: the opinions of each participant, and the changes of empathy throughout the participative process. Automation also promotes an increase in the number of participants and facilitates interaction among them.
The influence of the number of participants is well known. Condorcet [12] was the first to relate the number of participants and the quality of the information they have with the final decision: when the components of a group are well-informed and the number of participants expands to incorporate all possible individuals, then the group will then certainly make correct decisions. The Web increases the number of people involved because access is free and it also allows "delegation" of the decisions of non-participants to participants close to them in social networks. However, the Web also increases the quality of the information, because participatory applications usually explain basic rules for forest management and for understanding natural processes. Besides, this information fits to the characteristics of a participant (for example, SILVANET, [54] , provides information considering the coherence and depth of everyone's knowledge). All of these factors increase the likelihood that a participant will be well informed, although it does not ensure that everyone to be well-informed (the likelihood of a participant making correct decisions is greater than 50%) as requires Condorcet´s theorem.
The consequences of interaction between participants are usually considered under the umbrella of self-organization (in the terminology of complex systems) [64] . Self-organization is the process by which coordination arises out of interactions between participants in collective decisions (see Sections 2.2 and 3.3.2). A computer simulation has verified that self-organization enhances emergence (the whole-the results of the participatory process-is more than the parties-the mere aggregation of participants) in assessment of sustainability. In fact, the convergence of opinions after simulating interaction was greater than the convergence without self-organization. However, this does not seem to be the result just of the simulation carried out: self-organization has provided great advances in natural evolution, technology, and computation. Consequently, digital discussion forums should be favored to increase interactions among participants.
The confidence-based strategy also provides operative advantages, such as:
• The homogeneous representation of opinions for all participants. This means knowing how a participant assesses a forest plan and which forest management plan is best for them.
•
The strategy is easily integrated into the most widely-used information systems. In fact, the information required is obtained from available information systems and from the preferences of each participant (which is new). Information is then processed with using the usual big-data and business analytic tools and, after applying the specific participatory algorithms described in this paper, the outcomes can be transferred to most common decision-support systems.
• Accountability in collective decision-making.
There is another indirect advantage: the proposed strategy counteracts the excesses of new ICT developments that tend to limit universal access to information and propose decisions that are only economically efficient. Specifically, unlike the Web, which provides free and global access to results, some of the new ICT developments-such as Artificial Intelligence algorithms or Internet of Things-require large investments and their outcomes are owned by the entities that have made the investments. Most of the time, these entities are for-profit organizations that optimize only their economic returns.
